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Abstract
We investigate the mass of J= in nuclear matter using QCD sum rules. In the
previous work on the subject, the contribution from the operator product expansion
was truncated at dimension 4 operators. Here we extend the calculation to include
the complete dimension 6 contributions. Among the possible dimension 6 twist-4
gluon operators, we have identied the three independent operators and calculated
their corresponding Wilson coecients. To linear order in density, the matrix ele-
ments of all the gluon dimension 6 operators can be estimated using ground state
saturation hypothesis, gluon distribution function inside the nucleon and the avail-
able data on twist-4 gluon matrix elements of the nucleon. The density dependent
contribution from dimension 6 operators is found to be about 40% of the dimension
4 operators with opposite sign. The nal result gives about −4 MeV mass shift for
the charmonium at rest in nuclear matter.
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1 Introduction
Investigating the properties of hadrons in nuclear matter is of great impor-
tance in relation to identifying quark gluon plasma signals in a relativistic
heavy ion collision (RHIC) and understanding QCD eects in nuclear mat-
ter environment[1]. Of particular interests are the heavy quark systems, such
as the J= [2] in nuclear matter. The on-going discussion of J= suppression
in RHIC as a possible signal for quark gluon plasma, inevitably requires a
detailed knowledge of the changes of J= properties in \normal" nuclear mat-
ter[3]. Furthermore, the large charm quark mass mc  QCD provides a nat-
ural renormalization point for which a perturbative QCD expansion is partly
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possible. In fact, studies have shown that the multi-gluon exchange between a
cc pair and nucleons might induce a bound cc state with even light nuclei[4{
10]. In such analysis, the low energy multi-gluon potential was modeled either
from the eective theory obtained in the innitely large mQ limit[6{8] or from
extrapolating the high energy scattering via pomeron exchange to lower en-
ergy[4]. Although both approaches, gave similar binding for the J= in nuclear
matter, it is not clear how reliable these results are unless one systematically
calculates the corrections.
In order to conrm this ndings in an alternative but a systematic approach
and to establish a basis for further studies, we have previously applied the QCD
sum rules[11,12] to heavy quark system in nuclear medium and calculated the
mass of J= and c in nuclear medium[13,14]. This was the generalization of
the sum rule method for the light vector mesons in medium[15] to the heavy
quark system. It was found that the mass of J= (c) would reduce by 7 MeV
(5 MeV), which is indeed consistent with previous results based on completely
dierent methods[5,6,9,10]. However, it was not possible to reliably estimate
the uncertainties of the result, because the contribution from the operator
product expansion was truncated at the leading dimension 4 operators. To
overcome the limitations , we will here extend the calculations to include the
complete dimension 6 contributions. By estimating the contributions from
dimension 6 operator and comparing it to the contributions from the leading
dimension 4 operators, we will be able to rene the value of mass shift and
also put an upper limit to the uncertainty of the result.
Moreover, since the contributions from dimension 6 operators contain tensor
type of contributions, we will be able to extend the study in the future to
the non trivial momentum dependence of the J= in nuclear medium, as
has been done for the light vector mesons[16]. The momentum dependence is
especially interesting because, there are inelastic channels opening when the
charmonium system is moving with respect to the medium. For example, when
the charmonium is moving with sucient velocity, it will have enough energy
to interact with a nucleon to produce a D meson and a charmed nucleon. This
eect would be very important in relation to J= suppression in RHIC.
As is well known, in the QCD sum rule for the heavy quark system, only
the gluonic operators contribute in the correlation function of heavy quark
currents. This is so because in the heavy quark system, all the heavy quark
condensates are generated via gluonic condensates[11,12,17]. Therefore, the in-
clusion of dimension 6 operators involves categorizing the dimension 6 gluon
operators, calculating their Wilson coecients in the heavy quark vector vec-
tor correlation function and estimating their nucleon matrix elements.
In dimension 6, there are scalar operators, twist-2 and twist-4 operators. The
scalar dimension 6 operators have been considered in the vacuum sum rule for
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the charmonium in ref.[18]. We use their result and only include the changes in
the gluon condensates. For twist-2 gluon operator, the calculation of the Wil-
son coecient is simple and its matrix element is just the second moment of the
gluon structure function. The twist-4 dimension 6 operators are more involved.
Among the possible dimension 6 twist-4 gluon operators, we have identied
the three independent local operators and calculated their corresponding Wil-
son coecients to leading order. This result itself is new and complimentary to
previous calculation of gluon twist-4 eects in ref.[19], where they start from
certain diagrams and identify the twist-4 gluon structure functions. To linear
order in density, the matrix elements of all the gluon dimension 6 operators
can be estimated using ground state saturation hypothesis, gluon distribution
function inside the nucleon and the available data on twist-4 gluon matrix
elements of the nucleon. After including all the ingredients from dimension
6 operators to the moment sum rule, we found that the density dependent
contribution from dimension 6 operators was found to be at most about 40%
of the dimension 4 operators with opposite sign. Hence the nal mass shift
changes from −7 MeV, when only dimension 4 operators are included, to
about −4 MeV. This also sheds light on how the mass shift will change in
other approaches[6], when corrections are considered.
In section 2 we characterize all gluon operator up to dimension 6 and obtain
identities to be used to reduce the operators to an independent set. In sec-
tion 3, we calculate the Wilson coecients for the independent set of gluon
operators and show current conservation. In section 4, we calculate the mo-
ments and perform a moment sum rules analysis to calculate the J= mass
in nuclear matter. We conclude with some discussions. The appendix includes
some detailed calculation of the Wilson coecients.
2 Operators
In the operator product expansion of heavy quark system, only gluonic con-
densates are relevant. This is so because all the heavy quark condensates can
be related to the gluon condensates via heavy quark expansion [11,12,17].
This is also true in nuclear medium since there are no valence charm quarks
to leading order in density and any interaction with the medium is gluonic.
Let us start by categorizing gluonic operators up to dimension 6, which does
not vanish in nuclear matter.









For dimension 6 operators, one can think of generating a number of gluon
operators constructed from three gluon elds Ga or two gluon elds with
two covariant derivatives. However, for scalar operators, there are only two









The second operator can also be written in terms of four quark operator using




q = gja; (3)
As for the spin 2 operators in dimension 6, which are also called dimension
6 twist 4 (twist=dimension-spin) operator, we can rst categorize possible
operators as follows. First, there is again one operator with three gluon eld
strength tensor. Then, assuming the free symmetric and traceless indices to
be  and , depending on whether or not the free index goes into the covariant
derivative, there are 6 more operators possible. Starting with the three gluon
























However, they are not independent. Using the identities in appendix A, one
can show that there are three independent spin-2 operators at dimension 6.










It is interesting to note that in reference [19] starting from certain diagrams
with two, three and four gluon exchange in the t-channel, they were able
to derive three twist-4 gluon distribution amplitudes, from which one can
calculate the nucleon matrix element of the three independent operators.
As for the spin 4 dimension 6 operator, it is just the twist-2 gluon operator.
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3 Polarization (OPE)
The starting point of our analysis is the correlation function between two











hTr[ γS(k + q)γ ~S(k)] i; (6)
where hi represents the expectation value at nite nuclear density . The






d4xe−ipx iS(0; x): (7)
S(x; 0) is the heavy quark propagator in the presence of external gluon eld
[20]. To calculate the Wilson coecients, we obtain the quark propagator in
the presence of external gauge elds in the Fock-Schwinger gauge [18,20],
xA
a
(x) = 0: (8)
In appendix C we list the momentum space representation of the quark prop-
agator multiplying the gauge invariant gluon operators. We will use these
quark propagators in eq.(6) and extract the Wilson coecients by collecting
the appropriate tensor and gluon structures.
In general the polarization tensor in eq.(6) will have two invariant functions.
They can be divided into the longitudinal and transverse part of the external













where q = (!; k) is the external momentum.
In the vacuum or in the limit when k ! 0 they become the same so that there
is only one invariant function
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L(!




g  (!2): (10)
So in this work, we will construct the sum rule for (!2) at k ! 0 and nuclear
matter at rest. However, in the calculation of the OPE, we will start from the
general expression of eq.(6) at nonzero value of k and calculate each tensor
structure separately. This way, current conservation will be a nontrivial check
of our calculation and the generalization to k 6= 0 will be straightforward[21].
In the following subsections, we will summarize the OPE for operators of
dimension 4 and 6. The new results of the present work are the OPE for
dimension 6 spin 2 and dimension 6 spin 4 operators.
3.1 scalar contributions
Here we summarize the OPE of scalar operators of dimension 4 and dimension
6 used in the vacuum sum rule[18].
































































[1 + x(1− x)y]N ; (13)
with y = Q2=m2 and m being the heavy quark mass. This will give the fol-
lowing contribution to (!2) dened in eq.(10).
(!2) =Cpert: + C0G2hg2GaGai+ C0G3hg3fabcGaGbGci
+C0j2hg4jajai: (14)
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and rewrite the OPE as follows,





























[(4− 3y + 120J2 − 310J3 + 258J4 − 72J5)
−180 + 120y − (120 + 60y)J1 − 300J2 + 1320J3 − 720J4]: (16)
Note Q2 = −!2 in our kinematical limit.
3.2 dimension 4 spin 2 operator






















































3.3 contribution from dimension 6 and spin 4
The diagrams describing interactions with the gluonic eld in dimension 6 are
shown in Fig 1.
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The calculation for this part is straightforward. We substitute into eq.(6) parts
of the quark propagator containing D's and G's (summarized in appendix
C) so that when these from the two propagators are combined, yield terms
proportional to GDDG. In Fig.1, these come from Fig.1(c) to Fig.1(g). Then
we extract the traceless and symmetric spin-4 part of the operator GDDG.





















































































Fig. 1. 1-loop diagrams describing interactions with the gluonic eld giving dimen-
sion 6 operators: The dashed line represents an external gluon eld G and the dashed
line with n arrows represents an external gluon eld with n derivatives DnG.
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3.4 contributions from dimension 6 and spin 2
The calculation for this part goes in a similar way as in the previous subsection.
However, this time all the graphs in Fig.1 contribute. Moreover, we have to
include all possible combination of G and D's that makes up dimension 6. We
then extract the spin 2 part of each operator and use the identities given in
the appendix to reduce the operators into the independent three in eq.(5). An
example needed to extract the spin 2 part from a general operator is given in

















































































































































































































There are few checks we can perform to verify our calculation. First, although
the polarization function in eq.(6) has only two invariant parts, we performed
the calculation directly leaving the indices ;  free. This means that we have
obtained and calculated the 6 dierent possible tensor structure, given in
appendix B, separately. Therefore, showing current conservation, q =
q = 0 is a non-trivial check. Another indirect check is that the nal result
is regular at Q2 = 0. That is, making a small Q2 expansion one can show that
all the Wilson coecients in eq.(18), eq.(20) and eq.(22) are regular.
3.5 sum of tensor parts
As we discussed before we will take the nuclear matter to be at rest. Moreover,
we will use linear density approximation to evaluate the matrix elements,
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hi = hi0 + 
2mN
hN j  jNi (23)
where hi0 is the vacuum expectation value,  is the nuclear density, mN
the nucleon mass, and the nucleon state jNi is normalized as hN jNi =
(2)32!N
3(0). Then, the OPE from dimension 4 and dimension 6 operators





























[205− (210 + 33y)J1 + 99J2 − 262J3 + 240J4 − 72J5]; (25)
where again in our kinematical limit Q2 = −!2 and the scalar parts of the











































(gg + gg + gg)
−1
8
m2N (ppg + ppg + ppg




Note that here we chose the nucleon four momentum to be p = (mN ; 0; 0; 0).
We discuss the magnitudes of these nucleon matrix elements in section 4.
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4 Moment sum rule for J= at rest
4.1 moments
To estimate the mass shift of the J= in nuclear medium we will use the












where in our kinematics, Q2 = −!2. Direct evaluation of these moments using
































2n(n + 1)(n− 1)!
(2n+ 3)!!







bn()=−n(n + 1)(n+ 2)(n+ 3)
2n+ 5
(1 + )−2 2







cn()= bn()− 4n(n+ 1)

















and  = 
1+
. The factors multiplying the condensate in 4b and
4c in eq.(29) are dened such that at n!1 cn  bn. Moreover, at this limit,
one notes that the contribution from dimension 4 is proportional to 4b + 
4
c ,















where the operator does not have the trace part of the 00 index. That is,
the leading mass shift is proportional to the color electric eld squared E2
and the eect coming from the magnetic eld squared B2 disappears. This is
consistent with the non-relativistic picture at the innite quark mass limit[6],
where the Zeeman eect is higher order in s compared to the Stark eect.































































































are from tensor operators. Note here again that we have put in the prefactors
in eq.(33) and eq.(34) such that in the large n limit, all the Wilson coecients
become the same. Specically, the Wilson coecients are,
sn()=n()fn(0; 0; 120;−310; 258;−72)
tn()= sn() + n()fn(−120;−60;−300; 1320;−720)
xn()= sn() + n()fn(−70; 25; 245;−80;−6)
yn()= sn() + n()fn(270;−45;−1305; 1680;−666)
zn()= sn() + n()fn(390;−225;−1245; 880;−306)











fn(c1; c2; a2; a3;    ; ak)


























(n+ 3)(n+ 4) 2





























These functions can be read o from the polarizations which are expressed in
terms of linear combinations of the JN(y)'s. See appendix G.
4.2 estimation of matrix elements
Here, we summarize the parameters and matrix elements appearing in our sum
rule. As in ref.[13,22], we will choose the normalization point to be Q2 = 4m2c ;
i.e.  = 1. Hence, we will use[13]
s(8m
2
c) = 0:21; mc = 1:24 GeV: (38)
For the matrix elements, we will use linear density approximation in eq.(23)
with mN = 0:93 GeV and the nuclear matter density to be 0 = 0:17=fm
3.
4.2.1 scalar operators




The density dependence of the scalar gluon condensate is obtained from
the trace anomaly relation in the chiral limit which to leading order in
s is, 
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;i = (− 142 )hg4j2i
Where we have used the equation of motion in eq.(3) to rewrite the
gluon operator in terms of quark operators.
This is a four quark operator. Hence to estimate the nuclear matter
expectation value, we use ground state saturation hypothesis, where one
can factor out the four quark operator in terms of independent two quark
operator and take their ground state expectation value[11,24]. This is a
















































(mu +md)hqqi0 ’ 0:69: (42)
In getting this, we rst note,
hqγqi = hq 6uqiu = hqyqiu /  g0; (43)
where we have introduced the four vector u to represent the nuclear
matter, which in our case is u = (1; 0; 0; 0): We used this in eq.(41) and
neglected terms proportional to 2 . Other values taken in eq.(41) are,




























It should be noted that here we have used a larger value of s = 0:7






Using the identities in the appendix, one can rewrite the operator in
terms of the three gluon operator and the four quark operator. 1
22
hg3G3−
g4j2i. For the four quark operator, we use the previous result. For the
density dependence of the three gluon operator, we assume that the fol-






This, together with the previous results on the density dependence of the

































hg3G3 − g4j2i0 ’ 0:154 (47)
4.2.2 twist-2 operators









dx xn−1G(x; 2): (49)
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We take AG2 (8m
2
c) ’ 0:9 and AG4 (8m2c) ’ 0:02 [25].
4.2.3 twist-4 operators: dimension 6











This operator can be considered to be the second moment of the gluon















































(2) hN jGG;jNi = (− 142 )hg4jji
Here, we have used the equation motion again to change this operator
to four quark operator. However, this operator is traceless and symmet-
ric. Consider the nuclear matter expectation value of this operator, it
becomes, S:T :hg4jaja i = hg4jaja i− 14ghg4jajai. Assume the ground
state saturation hypothesis again,
hjaja i =−
N2c − 1










ghqqi2 + 2hqγqihqγqi − ghqγqihqγqi
i
















S:T :hjaja i =
1
6
hqyqi2(u2g − 4uu)  2; (54)
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Table 1









in vacuum 1:67  10−3 0 1:66  10−7 1:65 10−8
in matter 1:58  10−3 −1:53  10−5 1:28  10−7 6:50 10−9
change −9:70 10−5 −1:53  10−5 −3:88  10−8 −1:00 10−8
Element 6x 6y 6z 6g4
in vacuum 0 0 0 0
in matter 1:67  10−8 0 4:27  10−10 −1:69 10−9
change 1:67  10−8 0 4:27  10−10 −1:69 10−9
Hence,






Here we use the equation of motion once. Then one nds that the
operator has similar structure to a twist-4 quark gluon mixed operator
appearing in the twist-4 contribution in deep inelastic scattering[26].
hN jGaGa;jNi= hN jqγ[D ; G]qjNi




hN jiuγγ5fD ; FgujNi








Here, Kgu is a parameter introduced in ref.[27,28] to t the available deep
inelastic scattering data. The t gives, −0:3 GeV2 < Kgu < −0:2 GeV2.
With this one nds,
Z ’ (0:097 GeV)2: (57)
In Table 1, we summarize values of the re-scaled condensates in Eq. (29),(33)
and (34) in the vacuum and at normal nuclear matter density.
4.3 numerical analysis








s− !2 : (58)
In the vacuum, the spectral density (Im(s)) consists of the J= pole, the
contribution from the excited states  0 and the D D continuum. The contribu-
tion from the J= and the low-lying resonances can be approximated by delta
functions inside the dispersion integral. This is so because the J= mass lies
below the continuum threshold and is dominated by electromagnetic decays.
This is also true in nuclear matter for a J= at rest. The inelastic channels
opening due to the scattering of the J= + N ! c(2:28) + D(1:87) is for-
bidden by kinematics. All other processes are OZI rule violating. Hence, the
delta function approximation for the J= is also good in the nuclear medium.
Im(s) = f(s−m2J= ) + f 0(s−m2 0) + :: (59)
The second term just represents a generic excited state contribution. Substi-
tuting eq.(59) into the dispersion relation, taking the moments and taking the





















Substituting the vacuum values for the excited states, one nds that the ratio
1+n−1
1+n
goes to 1 for n > 5. Hence, the mass is determined from the relation in






As before[13], we analyze this equation as a function of n. In Fig.2(a) , we plot
the previous result, which includes the contribution only up to dimension 4[13].
In Fig.2(b), we plot the present result which includes the total dimension 6
contribution. As can be seen from the comparison, the minimum occurs again
at similar n value and the change from the vacuum results are also similar.
We avoid ne tuning of the bare charm quark mass mc to t the vacuum J= 
mass to its vacuum value, because we are only interested in the shift of the
J= mass, which is almost independent of this ne tuning.
1 The determination at dierent value of Q2 was found to be not signicant[14]
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Fig. 2. The mass of J= in GeV determined from the plot of eq.(62) for dierent
n at  = 1. We compare the result in normal nuclear matter (solid line) with the
vacuum result (dashed line). (a) refers to the previous calculation, which includes
only dimension 4 operators. (b) is the present calculation which includes all the
dimension 6 operators.
Comparing the two graphs, one notes that the minimum occurs at the same n
value and the graphs looks similar. Comparing the changes from the vacuum
curve and the medium curve at the minimum point, we nd
mJ= ’ −4 MeV: (63)
This mass shift is smaller than our previous calculation including dimension 4
only. The main reason for a smaller mass shift compared to including dimen-
sion 4 only is as follows. In the vacuum, the dimension 6 operators tend to
cancel the dimension 4 operators[18]. This tendency is not only true but more
eective in the medium. Therefore, including dimension 6 eects in medium
would eectively correspond to a smaller change in the dimension 4 operators
in our previous analysis in ref[13]. This implies a smaller mass shift. Below,
we will try to elaborate on this point and to explain the interplay of each
contribution.
 In Fig.3, we plot the contributions from dimension 4 and dimension 6 op-
erators to the moments both in the vacuum and in nuclear medium. As
expected, the dimension 6 contributions are smaller compared to dimension
4[13]. Nevertheless, one notes that both in the vacuum and in the nuclear
medium, their contributions are opposite to each other so that the contri-
bution from dimension 6 operators tend to cancel the contributions from
dimension 4 operators.
 The mass shift is coming from the changes in the contributions from each di-
mension. Hence, for comparison, in Fig.4, we plot the contributions coming
from each dimension in the vacuum and in the nuclear medium. One notes
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  dimension 4
  dimension 6
(b)
Fig. 3. Contributions from dimension 4 and dimension 6 operators to the moments
both in the vacuum and in the nuclear medium in GeV−2n.
Numerically, the ratio between the changes in dimension 4 operators and
dimension 6 operators are roughly given by (dimension 4 : dimension 6










































Fig. 4. Contribution to the moments in the vacuum and in the nuclear medium from
(a) dimension 4 operators and (b) dimension 6 operators.
 The changes in dimension 4 operators are dominated by the changes in the
scalar gluon condensate[13]. This is evident by comparing 4b and 
4
c in table
1. The comparison between 4b and 
4
c is enough to compare its contribution
to the moments, because the Wilson coecients multiplying them are the
same in the large n limit. Moreover, bn = cn / n3 and bn− cn / n such that
bn  cn at moderate n.
That is not quite so for the dimension 6 operators. Here, the Wilson
coecients multiplying 6x; ::'s given in eq.(34) are also dened such that
they are equal in the large n limit and are proportional to n5. However, the
dierence in the Wilson coecients dier by only one power of n, that is,
the dierence between Wilson coecients are of order n4. Therefore, the
Wilson coecients are substantially dierent at the value of our interest,
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which is smaller than n = 10, and become similar only at very large value of
n > 100. Hence, we will analyze each contribution from dimension 6 more
in detail to identify the important contributions.
In Fig.5 (a), we have plotted the density dependent part of the scalar,
twist-2 and twist-4 contributions. As can be seen, the important contribu-
tions are the scalar operators. And among the scalar operators, the contri-
butions coming from 6t is more important than that from 
6
s. It should be
noted that this is so because of the relatively large Wilson coecients at
small n values. The relative importance among the scalar operators are the
same also in the vacuum. The next important set of operators are the twist-
4 operators. In Fig.5 (b), we plot the contributions from twist-4 operators,
which has no vacuum expectation values. The most important contribution
is coming from hGaGa;i, which contributes to 6x. Here, the Wilson co-
ecients are similar at least among the twist-4 operators and the relative
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Fig. 5. (a) shows the contributions from the density dependent part of the dimension
6 scalar , twist-4 and twist-2 operators to the moments. (b) shows the individual
contributions of the twist-4 operators.
 We nally compare the dominant contributions from dimension 4 and di-
mension 6 operators to the moments. In Fig. 6 (a), we show the total con-
tributions of the scalar dimension 4 and scalar dimension 6 operators to
the moments. As can be seen from the gure, the dominant contributions
from dimension 6 operators have opposite sign from dimension 4 operator
and reduces its contribution. This reduction is enhanced for the density de-
pendent part. This is shown in Fig. 6 (b). The reason why the change in
the dimension 6 operator are greater is clear. The gluon condensate eq.(39),
which is the dominant dim 4 operator, changes in nuclear matter only by 6
%, whereas, the scalar four quark condensate eq.(41), which is the dominant
dim 6 operator, changes by almost 70%. Therefore, although the Wilson co-
ecients are smaller for dimension 6 operator, the density dependent part
of dimesnion 6 operator are large such that it cancels the the contribution



























































Fig. 6. (a) shows the important contributions to the moments coming from scalar
operators of dimension 4 and dimension 6. (b) shows the density dependent part of
(a), i.e. the density dependent changes in the condensates.
Hence, the reason why the mass shift gets smaller compared to just tak-
ing into account dimension 4 operators is because the density dependent
changes coming from dimension 4 and dimension 6 operators tend to cancel
each other. Therefore, taking into account dimension 6 operators would ef-
fectively be equal to a smaller change in the dimension 4 condensate in the
previous result[13], which would have given a smaller mass shift.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we have calculated the OPE of the correlation function between
two vector currents made of heavy quarks up to dimension 6 operators with
any tensor structure. The formidable task was to categorize and calculate the
corresponding Wilson coecients of dimension 6 twist-4 gluon operators. This
is a rst attempt to establish the three independent twist-4 gluon operators
in terms of operator basis.
Using this result, we have applied our OPE to analyze the mass shift of J= 
in nuclear medium using QCD moment sum rules for the heavy quark system.
This is a generalization of our previous result[13], where we calculated the
mass shift using the OPE only up to dimension 4 operators. We nd that the
mass of J= would decrease by about 4 MeV in the nuclear medium. This is 3
MeV smaller than the previous result on including only dimension 4 operators,
and shows that the dimension 6 eect is about 40% correction of the dimension
4 eects and goes in the opposite direction. This is slightly larger than what
was expected in ref.[13]. However, it conrms that the series converges even at
nite density and the result is reliable. This result seems consistent with the
notion that the higher dimensional correction in the vacuum QCD sum rule
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for the heavy quark system goes like (G2=m4c)
K
in the rn =
Mn(=0)
Mn−1(=0) with
alternating signs with K[29]. This also seems to be true in medium and the
true mass shift is expected to lie between −4 and −7 MeV.
The resulting value of mass shift, is also consistent with the more recent es-
timates using a totally dierent approach[7,8]. This is a result for a J= at
rest with respect to the nuclear medium. However, since we have calculated
the OPE for a general external four momentum, our results can be easily and
reliably generalized to study the moving J= [21] and also to nite tempera-
ture[30], which would be also interesting in relation to the ongoing discussion
of J= suppression in RHIC due to a comover model.
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A Identities for spin-2 dimension 6 gluon operators
The spin-2 dimension 6 gluon operators in eq.(4) are not independent. The



































































; − gG3 = Ga;Ga; (A.4)
Ga;G
a























































Using these, one can reduce the operators in eq.(4) to the three independent
operators in eq.(5).
B Current Conservation in the Polarization Operators
Let us consider the polarization of vector currents dened in eq.(6). When the
current is Hermitian, i.e. j = j
y
, the contribution from spin-2 dimension 4































Similar relations holds for higher dimensional operator. This is the operator
form of showing the existence of two independent polarization directions in
medium for eq.(6).
Summarizing similar relations for dierent spins and dimensions, we have














(I2 + J 2)
i














































Here we summarize the quark propagator in the presence of the external gauge













d4z0d4ziS(0)(x− z0)i 6A(z0)iS(0)(z0 − z)i 6A(z)iS(0)(z)





d4xe−ipx iS(0; x): (C.2)
In the xed point gauge, we write the eld in terms of covariant operators,
A(x) =
1
2  0!xG(0) +
1
3  1!xx (DG(0))
+
1
4  2!xxx (DDG(0)) +    (C.3)
Collecting terms, we can write the full propagator in terms of gauge covariant


























and P (; ; γ:::) means sum of all possible permutations in ; ; γ:::.
Here we simply list the propagators.




(2) iSG(p) = i ~SG(p)





= iS(0)(p) i(γ  12
 
x G) iS(0)(p) = −12 Gf; g
(3) iSG2(p) = i ~SG2(p)
= iS(0)(p) i(γ  12 x^G) iS







f; ; ; g + f; ; P (; )g
i
= iS(0)(p) i(γ  12
 







f; ; ; g + fP (; ); ; g
i



















f; ; ; ; ; g+ f; ; ; ; P (; )g
+ f; ; P (; ); ; g+ f; ; ; ; P (; )g
























f; ; ; ; ; g+ fP (; ); ; ; ; g
+ f; ; P (; ); ; g+ fP (; ; ); ; ; g
+ fP (; ); ; ; ; g+ fP (; ); ; ; ; g
i
(5) As for DG part,
 iSDG(p)





DGf; P (; )g
 i ~SDG(p)








DGfP (; ); g
(6) As for D2G part,
 iSD2G(p)




DDGf; P (; ; )g
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 i ~SD2G(p)










DDGfP (; ; ); g
(7) As for (DG)2 part,
 iS(DG)2(p)













f; P (; ); ; P (; )g
+ f; ; ; P (; ; )g + f; ; ; P (; ; )g + f; ; P (; ; ; )g
i
 i ~S(DG)2(p)



















fP (; ); ; P (; ); g
+ fP (; ; ); ; ; g+ fP (; ; ); ; ; g+ fP (; ; ; ); ; g
i
(8) As for GD2G part,
 iSGD2G(p)
= iS(0)(p) i(γ  12 x^G) iS







f; ; ; P (; ; )g + f; ; P (; ; ; )g
i
 i ~SGD2G(p)
= iS(0)(p) i(γ  12
 












f; ; P (; ; ); g + fP (; ); ; P (; ); g
+ fP (; ); ; P (; ); g + fP (; ); ; P (; ); g
+ fP (; ; ); ; ; g + fP (; ; ); ; ; g
+ fP (; ; ); ; ; g + fP (; ; ; ); ; g
i
(9) As for D2GG part,
 iSD2GG(p)
= iS(0)(p) i(γ  18 x^x^x^DDG) iS







f; P (; ; ); ; g + f; P (; ); ; P (; )g
28
+ f; ; ; P (; ; )g + f; ; P (; ; ; )g
+ f; P (; ); ; P (; )g + f; ; ; P (; ; )g
+ f; P (; ); ; P (; )g + f; ; ; P (; ; )g
i
 i ~SD2GG(p)














fP (; ; ); ; ; g + fP (; ; ; ); ; g
i
D spin structure of operators of dimension 6
In computing the Wilson coecients we used the following reduction of the





 =Ac −Ac − Ac + Ac
−Ac + Ac + Ac − Ac














− T12d21 + T12d21 ; (D.2)
where
c  gg − gg;
d  gg (D.3)
and, if we take 3 operators, ddgg1  GaGa; ; ddgg2  −g2jaja ; and
ddgg3  GaGa; as our basis, we get
29
A = (ddgg1 + 2ddgg3)=4;
K = 2P = 2J = (13ddgg1 + ddgg2 + 19ddgg3)=80;
Q = W = (−27ddgg1 + ddgg2− 61ddgg3)=160;
L = (4ddgg1 + 3ddgg2 + 7ddgg3)=40;
M = (29ddgg1 + 13ddgg2 + 47ddgg3)=160;
T = (−6ddgg1 + 3ddgg2− 13ddgg3)=40: (D.4)













E Integrations with respect to Feynman Parameter
In general, after Feynman integration, one can write the polarizations in terms
of linear sums of J 's dened in eq.(13).
(q) = Q−a [ a0J0 + a1J1 + a2J2 +    + akJk] : (E.1)
To reduce the polarization function into this nal form, we use the following
steps and identities.











We then follow the following steps.
(1) Imn can be expressed in terms of InN  InnN using the following identity.
xn + (1− x)n = 1−
n
nC1x
n−1(1− x) +n C2xn−2(1 − x)2 +   +n Ckxn−k(1− x)k
+   +n Cn−1x(1− x)n−1
o
30
= 1−nC1fxn−1(1 − x) + x(1− x)n−1g
−nC2fxn−2(1− x)2 + x2(1− x)n−2g −   
= 1−nC1 x(1− x)
n




xn−4 + (1− x)n−4
o
−   
(2) Then we can reduce InN to I
0











(4) Finally, we use the recurrence relation.
y JN(y) =
2
N − 1 +
4N − 6
N − 1 JN−1(y)− 4JN(y) (E.3)





















where s = 1 + 4=y.
F An example: evaluation of a diagram
Diagram 1a: We show the evaluation of the Feynman diagrams here. The





























f; ; ; ; ; g+ fP (; ); ; ; ; g





















f; ; ; ; ; g+ fP (; ); ; ; ; g + f; ; P (; ); ; g








Ac −Ac − Ac +Ac − Ac +Ac




















































































(−640t3 + 896t4)l4 + (640m2t3 − 768m2t4)l2




















+(−148m4t− 112m4t2 + 96m2q2t3 + 296m2q2t4 + 116q4t5 − 184q4t6)l2















+(148m4t − 176m4t2 − 416m2q2t3 + 472m2q2t4 + 268q4t5 − 296q4t6)l2


























































G Moments in terms of Hypergeometric Functions 2F1
In order to obtain moments written in terms of hypergeometric functions 2F1
from polarizations eq.(E.1), we expand the polarizations in terms of Q2=m2.
Here we divide a0 and a1 into a0 = d1 + d2y and a1 = c1 + c2y. The other
higher coecients, a2; a3;    ; ak don't contain y, where y = Q2=m2.
(q) = Q−a





























































































































































































































































































)    (n+ a
2


































As an example, when  = 0 and a = 6, we have,
Mn(Q
2























































































(n+ 3)(n + 4)=1!
















(2n+ 5)(2n + 7)

















where M0n = 3 2n(n+ 1)(n− 1)!=(42(2n+ 3)!!(4m2c)n) = An( = 0):
H Consistency check
As discussed in the text, there are few checks we can perform to conrm our
calculation. The rst is the current conservation, which we checked explicitly.
34



























holds only after making the following checks:
 j = 0
0 = d1 + c1 + a2 + a3 +    + ak
 j = 1
0 = c2 + d2 +
1Z
0
dx f−x(1− x)g fc1 + 2a2 + 3a3 +    + kakg









c1 +    + k(k + 1)2 ak
























dx f−x(1− x)g a2−1
(
c1 +    +





So we know the summation begins at j = a=2.
Substituting the values for the coecients multiplying J 's, we have ex-
plicitly checked that the above constraints are satised in our calculation.
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